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Abstract  21 

Purpose: Nowadays, the percutaneous renal access (PRA) is planned and guided by 22 

the independent evaluation of different pre- and intraoperative images, such as 23 

computed tomography (CT), ultrasound (US) imaging and fluoroscopy, notably 24 

increasing the difficulty of the intervention and requiring great operator expertise. As a 25 

crucial step in accessing the kidney in several minimally invasive interventions, PRA 26 

practicality and safeness may be improved through the fusion of CT and US data. 27 

Therefore, this work aims to assess the potential of an enhanced image-guided 28 

framework to PRA by fusion the US and CT data through a surface-based registration 29 

technique. 30 

Methods: Ten porcine kidney phantoms with fiducial markers were imaged using CT 31 

and 3D US. Both images were manually segmented and aligned to create a ground-32 

truth. In a virtual simulated and controlled environment, 2D contours were extracted by 33 

slicing the 3D US kidney surfaces from a single-oriented acquisition and using usual 34 

PRA US-guided views, while the 3D CT kidney surfaces were misaligned to simulate 35 

positional variability. The surface-based registration was assessed using two state-of-36 

the-art methods of the iterative closest point algorithm (point-to-point, ICP1; and point-37 

to-plane, ICP2) and three hypotheses were studied: i) use of single-plane (transverse 38 

view, 𝑆𝑃𝑇; and longitudinal view, 𝑆𝑃𝐿) versus bi-plane imaging (𝐵𝑃); ii) use of multiple 39 

planes acquired by an US probe’s sweep; and iii) influence of US probe’s sweep 40 

movements during acquisition. 41 

Results: 𝑆𝑃𝐿 and 𝐵𝑃 acquisitions had the best performance when multiple planes and 42 

ICP2 method were used. The average point-to-point distance between registered US 43 

and ground-truth surfaces for 𝑆𝑃𝐿 and 𝐵𝑃 were 2.47 mm and 2.48 mm, respectively. 44 

Focusing on the US probe’s sweep movements, a large sweep along the central 45 

longitudinal view presented the best results for 𝑆𝑃𝐿, with an average point-to-point 46 

distance of ~2 mm. 47 
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Conclusions: This is the first study that assesses the optimal 2D US acquisition 48 

protocol to improve surface-based registration between CT and US data for image-49 

guided PRA. Therefore, multiple slices and specific sweep movements may be crucial 50 

to improve final registration. Surface-based registration is here suggested as a valid 51 

strategy for intraoperative image fusion using CT and US data. This strategy has the 52 

potential to be applied to different image modalities and interventions, and the 53 

presented methodology has the potential to be used to assess their feasibility. 54 

 55 

Keywords: Image-guided interventions; percutaneous renal access; ultrasound; 56 

computed tomography; surface-based registration. 57 
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1 INTRODUCTION 58 

Percutaneous renal access (PRA) is a surgical step where the surgeon inserts a 59 

surgical needle from the skin until the kidney target site. It is used in several minimally 60 

invasive kidney interventions (MIKI), such as percutaneous nephrolithotomy, kidney 61 

radiofrequency ablation of renal tumors, and kidney biopsies. During MIKI, medical 62 

imaging is crucial in two distinct phases: the surgical planning, which usually relies on 63 

preoperative computed tomography (CT) data; and the PRA, which is generally 64 

performed under intraoperative imaging guidance 1,2. Fluoroscopy and two-dimensional 65 

(2D) ultrasound (US) are the most common modalities for PRA, providing a real-time 66 

depiction of the renal system and instruments. However, since fluoroscopy requires 67 

radiation exposure, pure US image guidance appeared, recently, as a potential and 68 

attractive solution. Besides avoiding radiation, US has been shown to present other 69 

advantages over fluoroscopy, including shorter puncture time, higher success rate of 70 

first puncture, less blood loss, and fewer complications 3. 71 

The surgeon’s ability to visualize and reach the anatomical target during PRA delimits 72 

the MIKI success. The ideal PRA is one that allows a safe and precise access to the 73 

kidney target site while minimizing bleeding. Therefore, PRA remains a challenging 74 

task for surgeons 4. Inaccurate and multiple needle punctures often cause 75 

complications 1,5, where injuries to kidney or contiguous organs can eventually 76 

prejudice the surgical outcome. 77 

To overcome the abovementioned drawbacks, many paths and technological advances 78 

have been proposed to improve PRA 6. Recently, PRA was performed with excellent 79 

results using ureteroscopy and an electromagnetic tracking system 7,8. However, the 80 

authors mentioned the lack of visualization of anatomical structures in real-time during 81 

puncturing as an important disadvantage. In the past few years, concepts of enhanced 82 

image-guided interventions (eIGI) have been studied for PRA. eIGI are computer-83 
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based systems that overlap different imaging data to improve the physicians’ 84 

perception of the target site. In this sense, anatomical information from preoperative 85 

images - such as CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) – are fused with real-time 86 

intraoperative US images, allowing to enhance the latter with preoperative planning 87 

information 9–16. 88 

One of the fundamental steps of eIGI is the registration between the preoperative and 89 

intraoperative image data, bringing them to the same coordinate system. Several 90 

registration methods have been presented in the literature for eIGI, including landmark-91 

based, intensity-based and segmentation-based methods 17–19. Despite the primacy of 92 

intensity-based registration methods in the past few years 18, segmentation-based 93 

followed by surface alignment has been shown to be more successful than landmark-94 

based and intensity-based when the images present low quality or missing data 19. 95 

Moreover, surface-based alignment methods are computationally attractive solutions, 96 

because they become independent of the image after segmentation and, usually, 97 

reduce the number of data under processing. 98 

Previous works have tried to fuse 2D US with preoperative data for MIKI based on 99 

surface-based registration. Ahmad et al. proposed to individually segment arbitrarily 100 

placed and oriented US slices using an optical tracker coupled to a laparoscopic US 101 

probe 20. Based on the spatial location of the US probe, the three-dimensional (3D) 102 

surface of a kidney tumor phantom is reconstructed using two different segmentation 103 

approaches. Differences were measured after registration of the reconstructed 104 

surfaces with the ideal reference, corroborating the added-value of this strategy. Mozer 105 

et al. used multiple and sparse transverse and longitudinal contours to align US and CT 106 

data 13. Li et al. used two pairs of orthogonal US slices to register with a MRI model 12. 107 

In addition, the authors presented a respiratory gating technique to compensate organ 108 

motion. The same authors presented a different approach based on statistical shape 109 

model, which was used to reconstruct kidney surfaces using sparse points from US 110 
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images 14. Finally, Seo et al. used two orthogonal 2D US probes to create a bi-plane 111 

US imaging of the kidney and, then, estimate the pose of a preoperative 3D model 21. 112 

The proposed method showed high accuracy and robustness, being tested in different 113 

applications 22–24. Overall, the previous works demonstrated that surface-based 114 

registration allows to achieve good results. However, most of them acquired 2D US 115 

images from arbitrary and sparse longitudinal and transverse views, using different 116 

strategies to maintain continuous and feasible registration, as respiratory gating, a 117 

simultaneous acquisition using two US probes, and robot motion compensation, which 118 

are not always accurate and practical to perform within the operating room. 119 

Due to the improvements in real-time image processing, namely in segmentation 25, in 120 

tracking 26, and in general computational capabilities 27,28, the continuous registration 121 

and monitoring of medical images is now possible. Notwithstanding, imaging should 122 

also be continuous to perform continuous organ monitoring. Since the direct access to 123 

online US raw data is restricted by most manufacturers, the usual approach is to grab 124 

the real-time data displayed on the screen, being therefore restricted to a 2D image 125 

view. Taking this into account, this work aims to assess the accuracy of surface-based 126 

registration between CT and 2D US images for image-guided PRA. Thus, this work 127 

intends to answer three practical hypotheses: 128 

- Hypothesis 1: Can the use of bi-plane slices from four-dimensional (4D) 129 

probes (orthogonal images), when compared to 2D probes, benefit the 130 

registration between US and CT kidney surfaces? 131 

- Hypothesis 2: Can the use of multiple slices (acquired by sweeping the 132 

probe) benefit the registration between US and CT kidney surfaces? 133 

- Hypothesis 3: Can different US probe’s sweep movements (acquiring kidney 134 

slices at different positions) benefit the final alignment between US and CT 135 

kidney surfaces? 136 
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This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present our experimental setup, 137 

which is based on phantoms manufactured for CT and US imaging for image-guided 138 

PRA. Additionally, we present our experimental design, which explains how the 139 

manually segmented 3D phantom models from CT and US are used to virtual simulate 140 

2D US acquisitions in a controlled environment, as well as describes the different 141 

registration methods used in the assessment. In section 3, we present the results, 142 

which are discussed in section 4. In section 5, we present the main conclusions of our 143 

study. 144 

 145 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 146 

2.1 Experimental setup 147 

2.1.1 Phantom preparation 148 

Phantoms were constructed using the protocol presented in Gomes-Fonseca et al. 29. 149 

In short, the phantom was manufactured based on a porcine kidney combined with 150 

tissue mimicking material (TMM) and implanted fiducial markers (FMs), see Figure 1-A. 151 

While the TMM mimics the surrounding tissues of the kidney, the FMs are used to 152 

accurately align both US and CT images (Figure 1-B). Overall, ten phantoms were 153 

built. 154 

 155 

2.1.2 Image acquisition 156 

The CT images were acquired using a Philips Brilliance 64 CT scanner (Philips 157 

Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). The X-ray tube current and peak voltage were set 158 

to 313 mA and 120 kV, respectively. The abdomen protocol was selected. On average, 159 

the CT volume size was 512x512x300 with a voxel resolution of 0.7010.7011 mm. 160 
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The US images were acquired using a Voluson P6 US system (GE Healthcare, 161 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA). The 4D convex abdominal transducer (RAB2-6-RS, 2-5 162 

MHz) was used. According to the machine settings, 3D images were acquired using 163 

the high-quality mode (setting: high2), the maximum field-of-view (setting: B90º/V85º) 164 

and a depth of 15.9 cm. The voxel resolution was 0.6670.6670.667 mm with a 165 

volume size of 235172197. 166 

 167 

2.2 Experimental design 168 

2.2.1 Data preparation 169 

Two segmented 3D surfaces were initially created for each phantom, namely one using 170 

the CT images, and another based on the US images. In detail, the CT volume was 171 

delineated using the 3D Slicer software (version 4.6). The files from the 3D US system 172 

were initially converted to Meta Image files using BabyOSlice software (Tomovision, 173 

Canada), and were then uploaded to the 3D Slicer software and manually delineated. 174 

In both cases, the manual delineation relied on multiple 2D contours followed by 3D 175 

interpolation to obtain the final 3D surface. 176 

 
Figure 1 – (A) A porcine kidney phantom model with implanted fiducial markers (FMs). The image 
represents the phantom cut in half. (B) Ground-truth. Images and segmented surfaces from both CT 
and US volumes of a kidney phantom model. Images are aligned based on selected (FMs). CT 
images, surfaces and associated FMs are represented by gray level images, green surfaces and 
points, respectively, while yellow and red are used to represent US images, surfaces and points. 

 

A B
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In addition, the implanted FMs were manually detected on both CT and US volumes of 177 

each phantom (Figure 1). Note that the FM are visible as brighter and darker structures 178 

in US and CT images, respectively. The detected FMs were then aligned based on the 179 

strategy presented by Horn et al. 30 (using the image-guided therapy toolbox available 180 

on 3D Slicer), establishing the ground-truth alignment between both surfaces. 181 

 182 

2.2.2 Data simulation 183 

To virtually simulate the normal variability found throughout an intervention, both in 184 

terms of US field-of-view and anatomical kidney positioning, the experimental data was 185 

simulated in two independent stages: 1) simulation of the variability associated with the 186 

probe position/orientation wrt. the patient’s body in the operative room (section 187 

2.2.2.A); and 2) simulation of the anatomical positional variability of the preoperative 188 

data (section 2.2.2.B). 189 

 190 

A. Simulation of intraoperative kidney acquisition and segmentation of 2D US images 191 

According to Chu et al. 31, during US-guided PRA, the US probe is typically positioned 192 

to capture longitudinal and/or transverse sections of the kidney (Figure 2). Thus, in 193 

these experiments, the kidney’s central longitudinal and transverse sections were 194 

defined, per convention, to be aligned with the xz and xy planes, respectively (Figure 3-195 

A). The US probe was virtually positioned 6 cm away from the center of the kidney US 196 

surface, mimicking the typical distance between kidney and skin 31, and the center of 197 

rotation defined at the probe’s tip (Figure 2). 198 

Multiple 2D US slices and their respective 2D contours were generated by reformatting 199 

the original volume and surface. In this sense, multiple rotations (i.e., roll, pitch, and 200 

yaw) of the central longitudinal and transverse planes (Figure 3-A) were applied. 201 

Henceforth, the rotations linked to US imaging will be designated as 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑈𝑆, 202 
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and 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆, each representing a different simulated probe sweep movement and 203 

respective 2D contours wrt. the kidney. 204 

 205 

B. Simulation of preoperative CT kidney surfaces’ positional variability 206 

The anatomical positional variability expected before surface-based registration was 207 

simulated by applying transformations to the CT surface. The idea is to mimic the 208 

different orientations that the kidney can have before the fusion, which affect the initial 209 

alignment between modalities. These differences are usually related to the patient’s 210 

body positioning during preoperative and intraoperative acquisitions. As performed 211 

above, changes in roll, pitch, and yaw orientations were applied wrt. the CT kidney 212 

surfaces’ center. The different orientations were applied in pairs following the Euler 213 

convection (yaw-pitch-roll), namely pitch-roll, yaw-roll, and yaw-pitch. This split 214 

intended to simplify the evaluation, while maintaining a complex misalignment between 215 

volumes. Nineteen rotations were performed per orientation, ranging from -90º to 90º 216 

with 10º increments. Each pair created 361 misaligned surfaces, in a total of 1083 per 217 

phantom. Then, to simplify the results’ interpretation, pairs with equal changes in 218 

 

Figure 2 – Representation of single-plane acquisition for longitudinal (𝑆𝑃𝐿) and transverse (𝑆𝑃𝑇) 

views, and bi-plane (𝐵𝑃) for both views in a virtual simulated and controlled environment. Surface-
based registration for image-guided percutaneous renal access is assessed based on these probe 
views. A single-oriented acquisition fixed on the center of rotation is performed, mimicking a 
continuous imaging of the kidney. 
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orientation were combined. Henceforth, changes in orientation of the CT surfaces are 219 

termed as 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝐶𝑇, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐶𝑇, and 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝐶𝑇. 220 

 221 

2.2.3 Registration algorithms 222 

The tests were performed assuming rigid transformation models between surfaces. 223 

The iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm was used to estimate point correspondences 224 

between point clouds and compute the optimal transformation between them 32–34. 225 

Usually, ICP is a fast technique, which is very important for image-guided interventions. 226 

In this work, two state-of-the-art variants of error metric were used: 227 

1) the point-to-point error metric that sums the squared distances of source points to 228 

target points:  229 

𝑹, 𝒕 ←  arg min
𝑹,𝒕

∑‖(𝑹𝒑𝑖 + 𝒕) − 𝒒𝑖‖
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (1) 

where 𝒑𝑖 is a source point and 𝒒𝑖 a corresponding point in the target point cloud, while 230 

𝑹 is the rotation matrix and 𝒕 is the translation vector that minimizes the distance 231 

between source and target. A closed form solution for the minimization of the point-to-232 

point error metric is the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm 35,36. 233 

Henceforward, this variant is termed ICP1. 234 

2) and, the point-to-plane error metric that sums the distances of source points to the 235 

surface normal in which the matched target points reside: 236 

𝑹, 𝒕 ←  arg min
𝑹,𝒕

∑‖((𝑹𝒑𝑖 + 𝒕) − 𝒒𝒊) ∙ 𝒏𝒊‖

𝑁

𝑖=1

 (2) 

where 𝒏𝑖 denotes the estimated surface normal at 𝒒𝑖. The only closed form solution for 237 

the minimization of the point-to-plane error metric is after linearization of the rotation 238 

matrix 35,36. Henceforward, this variant is termed ICP2. 239 
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Finally, throughout these experiments, the CT surface was defined as the target point 240 

cloud, with the US surface being the source point cloud. For both variants, a fixed 241 

number of iterations were applied (25 iterations were used in the current experiments).  242 
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 243 

 

Figure 3 – Examples of kidney slicing simulation. (A) Central longitudinal and transverse views. 𝑆𝑃𝐿 rotated in (B) 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆, and (C) 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 (rotation: -10º). 𝑆𝑃𝑇 rotated in (D) 

𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆, and (E) 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑈𝑆 (rotation: -10º). 𝐵𝑃 rotated in (F) 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆, (G) 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑈𝑆, and (H) 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 (rotation: -10º). (I) 𝑆𝑃𝐿 using multiple slices in 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 (5 slices). (J) 𝐵𝑃 using 

multiple slices in 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆 (9 slices). All images were captured with the same view. 
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2.2.4 Experiments 244 

The experiments were designed focused on the three abovementioned hypotheses: 245 

Hypothesis 1 was performed by testing the registration performance of longitudinal and 246 

transverse slices (single-plane acquisitions), as well as the case in which both slices 247 

are used together (bi-plane acquisitions). These two options test the use of both 2D 248 

and 4D US probes, simulating the grabbing of the real-time data displayed on the 249 

screen (as the direct access to online US raw data is restricted). To simplify the 250 

reading, single-plane acquisitions from longitudinal slices will be designated as 𝑆𝑃𝐿; 251 

single-plane acquisitions from transverse sections as 𝑆𝑃𝑇; and bi-plane acquisitions as 252 

𝐵𝑃. 253 

Hypothesis 2 attempted to verify if multiple and sparse contours of the kidney, obtained 254 

by sweeping the probe from a single-oriented acquisition, can improve the registration 255 

between US and CT kidney surfaces. 256 

Hypothesis 3 attempted to verify if different movements of the US probe during an 257 

acquisition can improve the registration between US and CT kidney surfaces. 258 

According to the US probe’s center of rotation, 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑈𝑆, and 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 simulate 259 

different movements that differently slice the kidney.  260 

Since these three hypotheses are intrinsically linked, different parameters were varied 261 

together. Thus, 𝑆𝑃𝐿, 𝑆𝑃𝑇, and 𝐵𝑃 were transformed using their central planes as 262 

references. Therefore, -10º to 10º with increments of 2.5º were used along the 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆, 263 

𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑈𝑆, and 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 orientations. Each slice originated a specific contour. Moreover, 264 

these contours were sequentially combined in sets of one, two, five or nine contours. 265 

Finally, each set of contours was registered against all misaligned CT surfaces for each 266 

phantom. Furthermore, the experiments tested both variants of the ICP algorithm. 267 

It is important to mention that 𝑆𝑃𝐿 originates different contours when changing 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆 268 

and the 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 (Figures 3-B and 3-C), while 𝑆𝑃𝑇 the 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆 and the 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑈𝑆 (Figures 3-D 269 
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and 3-E). Similarly, 𝐵𝑃 originates different contours when changing 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑈𝑆, and 270 

𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 (Figures 3-F, 3-G and 3-H). 271 

 272 

2.3 Error metrics and statistical analysis 273 

As abovementioned, FMs were used to establish the ground-truth alignment between 274 

CT and US images. In this sense, the fiducial registration error (FRE) describes the 275 

error inherently associated with the ground-truth itself. During experiments, all applied 276 

transformations (sections 2.2.2.A and 2.2.2.B) assumed the ground-truth alignment as 277 

the reference position. 278 

Next, to assess the errors after registration, two surfaces were used, namely the 279 

misaligned CT surfaces and the misaligned US surfaces. Both surfaces were equally 280 

rotated applying the transformations described in section 2.2.2.B. While the misaligned 281 

CT surface represents the errors between image modalities, the misaligned US surface 282 

represents the ground-truth position that should be found upon the registration process. 283 

Indeed, the registration process computes the transformation from US contours (from 284 

section 2.2.2.A) to the misaligned CT surface, and then this transformation is used to 285 

obtain the registered US surface.  286 

All metrics were computed using the 3D surfaces and volumes. Therefore, the average 287 

distance (AVD), the Hausdorff distance (HD), and the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) 288 

were used to measure the differences between misaligned CT surface and registered 289 

US surface, whereas the average point-to-point distance (P2P) and maximum angle 290 

error (MAE) measured the differences between the misaligned US surface and 291 

registered US surface. The performance was assessed by comparing the error metrics 292 

(AVD, HD, DSC, P2P, and MAE) across different scenarios.  293 

All statistical tests were conducted using MATLAB® (version R2016b, The Mathworks 294 

Inc., Natick, MA). The assumption of normality was assessed for all variables and, 295 
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according to the results, parametric or nonparametric tests were applied accordingly. 296 

The effect size and statistical significance were reported. All statistics were considered 297 

significant if p < 0.05. 298 

 299 

3 RESULTS 300 

3.1 General observations 301 

Due to the non-normal distribution of the computed metrics, all results are presented 302 

using the median and the interquartile range (IQR). Moreover, non-parametric 303 

statistical tests were performed to compare different scenarios.  304 

All ten phantoms were successfully produced and imaged. These models were aligned 305 

using the correspondent FMs selected on both images. On average, FRE was 0.98 306 

(0.21) mm, indicating a close alignment between US and CT images and validating the 307 

ground-truth used. Respectively, DSC, AVD, and HD were 90.40 (4.16) %, 1.77 (0.28) 308 

mm and 4.83 (1.41) mm, reinforcing the high accuracy of this stage. 309 

 310 

3.2 Hypothesis 1 311 

𝑆𝑃𝐿 and 𝐵𝑃 revealed better performance than 𝑆𝑃𝑇 during surface-based registration. 312 

Respectively, the average P2P distance for 𝑆𝑃𝐿, 𝑆𝑃𝑇 and 𝐵𝑃 was 8.09 (8.34) mm, 313 

27.10 (22.61) mm, and 6.30 (8.15) mm using ICP1; and 8.41 (40.53) mm, 41.84 314 

(32.55) mm, and 3.77 (2.79) mm using ICP2 (1 slice, see Table 1). The differences 315 

between 𝑆𝑃𝐿, 𝑆𝑃𝑇 and 𝐵𝑃 were statistically significant for both ICP methods (p < .001). 316 

Pairwise comparisons revealed that all groups were statistically different (p < .05). 317 

 318 
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 319 

Table 1 – Results of multiple slices acquisitions using Longitudinal (𝑆𝑃𝐿), Transverse (𝑆𝑃𝑇) and Both (𝐵𝑃) views. Two iterative closest point methods are 
presented (ICP1 – point-to-point error metric; ICP2 – point-to-plane error metric), and five different metrics are computed. Dice similarity coefficient (DSC); 
average distance (AVD); 95th Hausdorff distance (HD); average point-to-point distance (P2P); and maximum angle error (MAE). All metrics are 
represented by median (IQR), being the statistical test performed also indicated. Best values are in bold. *Pairs of slices. 

 DSC (%) AVD (mm) HD (mm)  P2P (mm) MAE (degrees) 

 ICP 1 ICP 2 ICP 1 ICP 2 ICP 1 ICP 2  ICP 1 ICP 2 ICP 1 ICP 2 

SPL            

1. 1 slice 81,18 (12,21) 80,10 (19,19) 3,52 (2,18) 3,67 (3,42) 8,52 (4,73) 8,80 (7,57)  8,09 (8,34) 8,41 (40,53) 12,77 (13,34) 11,64 (74,33) 

2. 2 slices 82,65 (10,57) 84,46 (15,55) 3,24 (1,89) 2,84 (2,64) 7,80 (4,16) 7,36 (5,85)  7,20 (7,77) 6,26 (40,65) 11,85 (13,48) 9,06 (66,38) 

3. 5 slices 86,91 (7,95) 88,54 (6,52) 2,39 (1,49) 2,01 (1,04) 5,81 (3,19) 5,09 (2,47)  4,86 (6,77) 3,42 (39,52) 8,66 (13,68) 4,58 (10,61) 

4. 9 slices 88,06 (7,24) 90,62 (4,59) 2,13 (1,31) 1,80 (0,69) 4,91 (2,85) 4,22 (2,27)  4,02 (6,81) 2,47 (3,36) 6,73 (12,99) 2,99 (5,54) 

            
SPT            

5. 1 slice 54,12 (21,82) 42,85 (17,58) 9,73 (6,29) 12,70 (7,85) 25,28 (18,04) 32,22 (19,33)  27,10 (22,61) 41,84 (32,55) 39,21 (25,22) 52,63 (48,26) 

6. 2 slices 54,57 (21,88) 45,31 (20,32) 9,62 (6,30) 12,15 (7,81) 24,97 (18,01) 30,93 (19,28)  26,66 (22,12) 39,48 (32,48) 38,79 (24,57) 48,73 (48,43) 

7. 5 slices 57,14 (23,29) 52,89 (28,76) 8,95 (6,57) 9,94 (8,17) 23,34 (18,43) 25,81 (19,23)  24,92 (22,24) 28,40 (32,47) 36,52 (23,60) 38,04 (47,76) 

8. 9 slices 60,74 (25,42) 63,62 (32,19) 7,91 (6,79) 6,84 (8,44) 20,64 (18,90) 19,52 (21,10)  23,12 (23,62) 21,49 (32,83) 33,87 (27,79) 26,32 (41,29) 

            
BP            

9. 1 slice* 85,36 (9,48) 88,77 (5,84) 2,68 (1,77) 2,01 (0,93) 6,41 (4,07) 4,97 (2,08)  6,30 (8,15) 3,77 (2,79) 10,45 (15,15) 4,71 (5,65) 

10. 2 slices* 85,87 (8,57) 89,32 (5,41) 2,57 (1,57) 1,97 (0,69) 6,03 (3,58) 4,84 (1,50)  5,75 (7,14) 3,45 (2,27) 9,53 (14,13) 4,38 (4,70) 

11. 5 slices* 87,27 (7,44) 89,67 (4,47) 2,34 (1,37) 1,81 (0,61) 5,23 (2,90) 4,32 (1,39)  4,74 (6,50) 2,54 (1,87) 8,11 (13,59) 3,04 (3,86) 

12. 9 slices* 87,81 (7,44) 90,71 (4,14) 2,24 (1,34) 1,72 (0,63) 4,88 (2,83) 4,13 (1,40)  4,37 (6,60) 2,48 (2,03) 7,26 (14,08) 2,59 (4,10) 

Kruskal-wallis test 

df = 11,  

N = 303240 

Χ
2
(df,N) = 143988.5 

p < .001,   

ƞ
2
 = 0.4748, 

All groups, p < .05, 

Except: 5-6, 4-12  

Χ
2
(df,N) = 172749.9 

p < .001,   

ƞ
2
 = 0.5697, 

All groups, p < .05 

Except: - 

Χ
2
(df,N) = 143969,8 

p < .001,   

ƞ
2
 = 0.4748, 

All groups, p < .05, 

Except: 5-6 

Χ
2
(df,N) = 180478,6, 

p < .001,   

ƞ
2
 = 0.5952, 

All groups, p < .05, 

Except: 4-11 

Χ
2
(df,N) = 156872,4 

p < .001,  

ƞ
2
 = 0.5173, 

All groups, p < .05, 

Except: 5-6, 4-12 

Χ
2
(df,N) = 186115,7 

p < .001,   

ƞ
2
 = 0.6138, 

All groups, p < .05, 

Except: 4-11 

 

Χ
2
(df,N) = 89171,7 

p < .001,  

ƞ
2
 = 0.2941, 

All groups, p < .05, 

Except: 5-6, 3-11 

Χ
2
(df,N) = 107939,4 

p < .001,   

ƞ
2
 = 0.3560, 

All groups, p < .05, 

Except: 3-9, 4-11 

Χ
2
(df,N) = 86326,1 

p < .001,   

ƞ
2
 = 0.2847, 

All groups, p < .05, 

Except: 5-6, 3-12 

Χ
2
(df,N) = 110811,6 

p < .001,   

ƞ
2
 = 0.3654, 

All groups, p < .05, 

Except: 5-6, 4-11 
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3.3 Hypothesis 2 320 

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained when using multiple slices. The results show 321 

that errors decrease when the number of slices used increases in 𝑆𝑃𝐿, 𝑆𝑃𝑇 and 𝐵𝑃 (p < 322 

.001). This fact was observed in all metrics and in both ICP methods. 323 

The lowest errors were obtained when nine slices were used to create a sparse 3D 324 

model of the kidney, with the ICP2 method being used. It is important to highlight that 325 

similar errors were obtained by 𝑆𝑃𝐿 and 𝐵𝑃. Indeed, median values of DSC, AVD, HD, 326 

P2P and MAE were respectively 90.71%, 1.72 mm, 4.13 mm, 2.48 mm and 2.59º for 327 

 

Figure 4 – Results of ICP2 method for one and nine slices acquisitions wrt. different CT misalignments. 
A line graph is used to represent the average P2P distance for each CT model misalignment. Each dot 

symbol illustrates the median/IQR value of all registrations. Lines represent different views used (𝑆𝑃𝐿, 
𝑆𝑃𝑇, and 𝐵𝑃). Left graphs: Median values. Right graphs: Interquartile range (IQR) values. *Pairs of 
slices. 
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𝐵𝑃, and 90.62%, 1.80 mm, 4.22 mm, 2.47 mm and 2.99º for 𝑆𝑃𝐿. In addition, both 328 

variants presented similar DSC, AVD, and HD errors when compared to the ground-329 

truth (section 3.1). 330 

Figure 4 presents the median and IQR of average P2P distance for each angle applied 331 

to misalign the CT model, i.e. 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝐶𝑇, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐶𝑇, and 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝐶𝑇. These graphs describe the 332 

errors for 𝑆𝑃𝐿, 𝑆𝑃𝑇 and 𝐵𝑃, when using either one or nine slices for surface-based 333 

registration. 𝑆𝑃𝐿  and 𝐵𝑃 had the best registration performance when 9 slices were 334 

used. Misalignments over ± 50º on the CT surface were typically associated with higher 335 

errors. 336 
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 337 

3.4 Hypothesis 3 338 

Considering the previous results, Figure 5 shows the influence of different US probe 339 

movements (𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑈𝑆, and 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆) when 𝑆𝑃𝐿 and 𝐵𝑃 acquisitions with 9 slices 340 

were used. The results revealed that using 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 movements together with a 𝑆𝑃𝐿 341 

acquisition presented lower errors, independently of the CT kidney orientation (i.e. for 342 

different CT misalignments, namely 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝐶𝑇, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐶𝑇, and 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝐶𝑇). Close values were 343 

obtained for the 𝐵𝑃 acquisition. However, 𝐵𝑃 presented lower IQR values, showing 344 

 

Figure 5 - Results for different US sweep probe movements (𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑈𝑆, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑈𝑆, and 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆) applied for 

both 𝑆𝑃𝐿, and 𝐵𝑃 views. Graphs show results of using 9 slices for ICP2 method. Lines graphs with 
average P2P distance associated to each CT model misalignments. Each dot symbol illustrates the 
median/IQR value of all registrations. Left graphs: Median values. Right graphs: Interquartile range 
(IQR) values. 
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lower variability. The 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑈𝑆 movement together with 𝐵𝑃 acquisition presented the 345 

worst results.  346 

Due to the positive results of 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆, this US probe’s sweep movement was further 347 

explored by capturing different zones of the kidney. Figure 6 describes the results of 348 

sweeping the kidney in different extremes using 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 movements, dividing them into 349 

a set of slices. The median differences between 𝐵𝑃 and 𝑆𝑃𝐿 were small, being slightly 350 

better for 𝑆𝑃𝐿 in Set2 and Set3. The lowest median values were obtained with the 351 

central set (i.e. Set3) for both 𝐵𝑃 and 𝑆𝑃𝐿. In addition, the minimum values were 352 

obtained when the central longitudinal slices were captured (i.e. Set2, Set3, and Set 4). 353 

Again, 𝐵𝑃 presented a lower variability than 𝑆𝑃𝐿. 354 

 355 

 

Figure 6 - Results of using 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 movement during 2D US acquisition for 𝑆𝑃𝐿 and 𝐵𝑃. Boxplots show 
the results for different set of slices according to different slicing angles, namely Set1: [-10º -7.5º -5º -
2.5º 0º]; Set2: [-7.5º -5º -2.5º 0º 2.5º]; Set3: [-5º -2.5º 0º 2.5º 5º]; Set4: [-2.5º 0º 2.5º 5º 7.5º]; Set5: [0º 
2.5º 5º 7.5º 10º]. Set1 and Set5 represent the extremes of slicing, while Set3 the central one. Each set 
is represented by top views with the corresponding slices. Boxplots represent de minimum, first 
quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum of the P2P distance. 
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4 DISCUSSION 356 

In this work, we studied the feasibility of two surface-based registration approaches for 357 

fusing 2D US and CT data to facilitate PRA procedures. The different approaches were 358 

tested using kidney phantom models and hundreds of thousands of surface-based 359 

registrations were performed, allowing an accurate evaluation of the algorithm’s 360 

performance. In addition, manual segmentation of both image modalities simulated 361 

common differences between US and CT segmentation methods. This detail reinforces 362 

the results obtained in the present work since these differences demanded more from 363 

the registration process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that 364 

assesses the optimal 2D US acquisition protocol to improve surface-based registration 365 

between 2D US and CT data for image-guided PRA. Thereby, three hypotheses were 366 

studied. 367 

Hypothesis 1 with the question: “Can the use of bi-plane slices from 4D probes 368 

(orthogonal images), when compared to 2D probes, benefit the registration between 369 

US and CT kidney surfaces?”, revealed that, globally, bi-plane acquisitions had better 370 

performance during surface-based registration. This is expected since more details of 371 

the kidney anatomy are captured (i.e. orthogonal images are acquired), which 372 

ultimately enhances the performance of the ICP method to automatically align 373 

intraoperative and preoperative spaces. Overall, the method performance is 374 

comparable to other state-of-the-art solutions using a similar orthogonal US images 375 

acquisition approach. Seo et al. reported an error of 1.68 mm in one phantom model 376 

(with biplane acquisition at the surface’s center using two orthogonal 2D probes), and 377 

our study obtained an error of 2.01 mm (AVD for 1 slice 𝐵𝑃, see Table 1) with higher 378 

anatomical variability. Moreover, it is relevant to mention that our initial ground-truth 379 

error between preoperative CT surface and intraoperative US surface was, on average, 380 

1.77 mm (based on FMs), while Seo et al. assumed as gold-standard the registration of 381 

the preoperative surface with multiple biplane US contours. The concept of real-time 382 
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biplane US imaging has been also used in other medical fields, particularly in 383 

cardiology, with good outcomes. Lang et al. evaluated the accuracy and robustness of 384 

a surface-based registration method for intraoperative use. They found that the use of 385 

bi-plane contours had the best accuracy wrt. other approaches, with registration errors 386 

lower than 5 mm, even in clinical data 37. The same authors also showed the potential 387 

of surface-based registration use in real-time image-guidance 38.  388 

Considering in more detail Hypothesis 2: “Can the use of multiple slices (acquired by 389 

sweeping the probe) benefit the registration between US and CT kidney surfaces?”, it 390 

was possible to observe a superior performance of the registration method when 391 

multiple slices were used. 𝑆𝑃𝐿 and 𝐵𝑃 shown similar registration errors when nine 392 

slices were used (see Table 1). This suggests that multiple 𝑆𝑃𝐿 acquisitions can have 393 

the same performance of multiple 𝐵𝑃 acquisitions, meaning that a 2D single-plane US 394 

with multiple slices can potentially achieve the same accuracy of 2D bi-plane US. 395 

However, the errors’ variability was superior when using 𝑆𝑃𝐿, which indicates that it is 396 

less repeatable than 𝐵𝑃. Other researchers have tested the use of multiple slices in 397 

different approaches. Ahmad et al. reported a registration error of 0.8 mm 20. However, 398 

tests were made in a kidney tumor phantom with 3 cm of width and 5 cm of length. In 399 

opposition, our tests were performed in a large model - porcine kidney phantoms with 400 

5-7 cm and 10-13 cm of width and length, respectively, with a registration error of 1.80 401 

mm (AVD for 9 slices 𝑆𝑃𝐿, see Table 1). Likewise, Yu et al. concluded that multi-view 402 

3D reconstructions from sparse 2D US images leaded to more accurate volume 403 

quantification compared to single views in cardiac images 39. Similarly, Bogush et al. 404 

concluded, for simple objects, that 8 to 10 cross-sections were sufficient to obtain a 405 

mean volume error lower than 5% 40, which is consistent with our results (mean volume 406 

error ~9% for DSC). Nine slices presented on average the lowest registration errors, 407 

and the biplane, with pairs of slices (i.e. 18 slices), does not seem to considerably 408 

improve the registration accuracy. 409 
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As abovementioned, previous works have tried to register 2D US with CT or MRI for 410 

image-guided PRA based on surface-based registration. Mozer et al. considered rigid 411 

transformations between pre and intraoperative data, where CT and sparse 2D US 412 

(coupled to an optical tracker) images were used. They reported a repeatability and 413 

closed-loop accuracy of 0.79 mm and 1.2 mm, respectively 13. However, no gold 414 

standard was available, and the authors tested the registration strategy using a single 415 

patient. Li et al. presented an orthogonal-ICP strategy using two pairs of orthogonal US 416 

images (aligned and parallel to transverse and longitudinal planes of the kidney), which 417 

were selected from sparse images at the maximum exhalation position. The results 418 

revealed a root-mean-square (RMS) target registration error of 3.53 mm in four healthy 419 

volunteers when fused with MRI data 12. This result is close to our results when a 420 

similar number of slices were used during the registration process. Indeed, 𝑆𝑃𝐿 using 421 

five slices and 𝐵𝑃 using two slices (i.e. two pairs of orthogonal slices) presented an 422 

average P2P distance of 3.42 mm and 3.45 mm (for ICP2, see Table 1), respectively. 423 

Despite the interesting results, Li et al. required the use of an optical tracking based 424 

respiratory gating technique to obtain the maximum exhalation position. All steps were 425 

performed at this specific position, including image capture, registration, segmentation, 426 

and puncture. We believe that a safer interventional strategy should rely on the 427 

continuous monitoring of the kidney position based on US images. Li et al. also tested 428 

the same approach in a pig model, although using a statistical shape model (SSM) to 429 

three-dimensionally reconstruct the kidney, with a RMS error around 1 mm 14. Thus, 3D 430 

kidney reconstruction from 2D US images has the potential to be used in image-guided 431 

PRA, and new strategies should be studied to improve these methodologies. The 432 

concept of 2D US with surface reconstruction has also been used for bone 41 and 433 

artery 42 interventions.  434 

Regarding Hypothesis 3: “Can different US probe’s movements (acquiring kidney slices 435 

at different positions) benefit the final alignment between US and CT kidney surfaces?”, 436 
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the results proved that different probe movements can give a better performance 437 

during the registration process. The results suggested that 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 movements (i.e. a 438 

sweep movement along the longitudinal view, see 3-I) leads to a better performance, 439 

specifically for 𝑆𝑃𝐿 acquisitions (with an error of ~2 mm). This suggests that a single-440 

oriented sweep may obtain a valid alignment when 2D single-plane US acquisitions are 441 

used. This can be relevant because 2D probes are more common in the urology field 442 

than 4D ones. Although 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 movements using 𝐵𝑃 presented slightly higher errors 443 

when compared with single-plane 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 motion, they had a lower IQR. It is relevant to 444 

mention that 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 movements sliced the kidney equally for 𝐵𝑃 and 𝑆𝑃𝐿. However, 𝐵𝑃 445 

differed on the presence of the central transverse plane. Therefore, this transverse 446 

plane seems to positively affect the registration process by reducing the method’s 447 

sensitivity to the contours and initial alignment. In addition, the results presented in 448 

Figure 5 revealed that when 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝐶𝑇, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ𝐶𝑇, and 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝐶𝑇 ranged between -50º and 50º, 449 

the average errors were below 3 mm for the ICP2 method. As such, an initial and rough 450 

pre-alignment of the preoperative data with the intraoperative one seems to be 451 

mandatory for the ICP method. Among the two studied ICP methods, different 452 

performances and error magnitudes were obtained throughout this study, as expected. 453 

Previous studies revealed that the point-to-plane metric (i.e. ICP2) converges quicker 454 

and, typically, with lower errors 32. Figure 6 suggests that slicing the kidney along the 455 

central longitudinal view may improve the registration. This may be related with the full 456 

slicing of the longitudinal view that preserves more shape information of the kidney. 457 

Overall, the results suggest that surface-based registration for image-guided PRA is a 458 

valid strategy for intraoperative image registration, even from a single-oriented 459 

acquisition. In addition to be a multi-modal approach, which can extend these results to 460 

MRI for example, this approach has the potential to be applied to different 461 

interventions. Indeed, the segmentation algorithm can be adapted for different 462 

anatomical structures under intervention. In our study, although we studied only the 463 
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fusion based on the kidney surface, segmentation of internal structures 43 (such as 464 

renal calyx, renal medulla, renal cortex, renal column, etc.)  and adjacent organs 44 465 

(such as liver, intestines, vessels, etc.) may help improve the intraoperative fusion. 466 

However, future work must be performed to assess this hypothesis. 467 

During the registration process, it was assumed rigid movements between tests, while 468 

scale, shear or nonrigid changes were disregarded. However, these can occur in real 469 

scenarios and can affect the alignment results, namely due to respiratory and small 470 

non-rigid movements of the tissues. This fact is one of the limitations of this study. Only 471 

a 4D US acquisition would provide the necessary information to manage the full set of 472 

possible transformations during image-guided PRA. As far as we know, currently, this 473 

information is not freely shared by manufacturers. Notwithstanding, as an advantage, 474 

2D US data has usually better quality and higher amount of details than 3D/4D volume 475 

data, being a widely used tool in urological interventions. So, these reasons support 476 

why we still focus on 2D US imaging for multi-modal fusion. Therefore, the current 477 

findings are directly applicable in clinical practice, as long as real-time segmentation 478 

and registration algorithms are developed. 479 

In summary, the results showed that 𝑆𝑃𝐿 and 𝐵𝑃 acquisitions had the best performance 480 

when multiple slices were used. The 𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑈𝑆 movements, i.e. a large sweep along the 481 

central longitudinal view, presented the best results with an average error of ~2 mm. 482 

In future, current strategy should be tested in an image-guided framework integrating 483 

automatic segmentation of both image modalities, an inter-modality registration 484 

strategy, tracking and puncture guidance in real-time. 485 

 486 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 487 

This work assessed the optimal 2D US acquisition protocol to improve surface-based 488 

registration between CT and US data for image-guided PRA. It was observed that the 489 

use of contours from multiple planes and specific sweep movements of the US probes 490 

may be crucial to improve the final registration between CT and US data. Surface-491 

based registration for image-guided PRA suggests being a valid strategy for 492 

intraoperative image fusion. This strategy has the potential to be applied to different 493 

image modalities and interventions, and the presented methodology has the potential 494 

to be used to assess their feasibility. 495 

  496 
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